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Big Data Analytics with SAS: Get actionable insights from your Big Data using the power of SASPackt Publishing, 2017

	Leverage the capabilities of SAS to process and analyze Big Data


	About This Book

	
		Combine SAS with platforms such as Hadoop, SAP HANA, and Cloud Foundry-based platforms for effecient Big Data analytics
	
		Learn how to use the web browser-based SAS Studio and iPython Jupyter Notebook...
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Machine Learning for Mobile: Practical guide to building intelligent mobile applications powered by machine learningPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Leverage the power of machine learning on mobiles and build intelligent mobile applications with ease

	
		Key Features

		
			Build smart mobile applications for Android and iOS devices
	
			Use popular machine learning toolkits such as Core ML and TensorFlow Lite
	
			Explore...
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Enterprise Governance of Information Technology: Achieving Alignment and Value in Digital Organizations (Management for Professionals)Springer, 2019

	This book integrates theoretical advances and empirical data on Enterprise Governance in Information Technology (EGIT) with practical applications based on numerous case examples. The third revised edition of Enterprise Governance of Information Technology provides professionals and students with the most recent research advancements as...
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Visual Saliency: From Pixel-Level to Object-Level AnalysisSpringer, 2019

	This book provides an introduction to recent advances in theory, algorithms and application of Boolean map distance for image processing. Applications include modeling what humans find salient or prominent in an image, and then using this for guiding smart image cropping, selective image filtering, image segmentation, image matting, etc....
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Customized Implementation of European Union Food Safety Policy: United in Diversity? (International Series on Public Policy)Palgrave Macmillan, 2018

	
		
			“As a Journal Editor for over twenty-five years, I have read a lot about the European Union. I am often asked, 'what are the major gaps in EU research?' My answer is always 'implementation'. Eva Thomann's book makes a major contribution to EU implementation studies. She brings really fresh thinking to...
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Database Programming with JDBC and JavaO'Reilly, 2000

	Java and databases make a powerful combination. Getting the two sides to work together, however, takes some effort--largely because Java deals in objects while most databases do not.

	

	This book describes the standard Java interfaces that make portable object-oriented access to relational databases possible and offers a robust...
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J2EE Security for Servlets, EJBs, and Web ServicesPrentice Hall, 2003
J2EE developers have an extraordinary array of powerful options for securing their Web services, Web applications, EJB components and RMI objects. Now, expert Java architect Pankaj Kumar helps developers make sense of Java's increasingly rich security APIs, tools, patterns, and best practices-showing how to use each of them in the right place,...
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PIC Robotics: A Beginner's Guide to Robotics Projects Using the PIC MicroMcGraw-Hill, 2004
Complete, do-it-yourself robotics projects!
SMART 'BOTS! 


* Artificial vision system that uses a CCD camera to track and follow brightly colored objects 
* Bi-pedal robots that walk upright 
* Functional robotic arm 
* Easily programmed behavior-based robots  
* Complete parts...
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Fundamentals of Speech RecognitionPrentice Hall, 1993
 Provides a theoretically sound,  technically accurate, and complete description of the basic  knowledge and ideas that constitute a modern system for  speech recognition by machine.  Covers  production, perception, and acoustic-phonetic  characterization of the speech signal; signal processing and  analysis...
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XML-Based Integration Using XA-Suite: Unifying Applications and Data in Today's e-Business WorldMaximum Press, 2004
In order for a business to thrive in today’s dynamic world, its computing infrastructure must enable the secure flow of information—not only within the business but also with suppliers and customers. However, many of today’s computing infrastructures suffer from “information chaos” and are unable to support this...
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Pro .NET 2.0 XML (Expert's Voice in .Net)Apress, 2007
XML is the de facto language for communication within and between distributed applications, whether they're on the Internet or a corporate network. XML is successful because of two strengths: it has a highly-structured human readable format and it can be transmitted as pure text. No matter how disparate applications and their architectures may be,...
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Implementing Service Quality in IP NetworksJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Why implement service quality? Is it possible to ensure reliable service quality in multi-service IP networks? Which technologies help in making end-to-end quality of service a realistic business proposition?    

In Implementing Service Quality in IP Networks, Vilho Räisänen answers these questions and more. The author...
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